
VSSEC
Victorian Space Science Education Centre



Supporting Victorian students and 
teachers in STEM education

14,000

Student visits per year

4000

Outreach student 
visits per year

500

Teacher participants in 
professional learning 

to date



Mission to 
Mars
• Year 8-10
• Scenario Based 

Learning



Teacher 
Professional
Development

 2000 Traditional 
Programs

 Every teacher in every 
visiting school

 Pedagogical focus
 “The science of 

teaching to teach 
science”



International 
partnerships
• Associate member of the International 

Space Education Board (ISEB)
• VSSEC represents Australia in the 

international space education 
community
• Involvement in the International 

Aeronautics Conference (IAC), as 
participants and presenters



What

プレゼンターのノート
プレゼンテーションのノート
My students had varying abilities, but all were able to demonstrate an expanding understanding, here are a few examplesThey were able to study a region of space, identifying features outside of the visible spectrumStudents interacted with topics, that at face value are complex such as:Coordinate systems that use altitude and elevation local to the telescope (which are seldom used by astronomers… but more accessible to students) … toward right ascension and declination that measures an objects position using timeRecognize the evolution of the Universe by studying Hydrogen emissions at 1420MhzAppreciate the work that has come before them to make the application of science and mathematics accessible to studentsAs we moved through this material … Peta and I had an experience where all of those 52 Year 9 students were silent when we were tying together the Learning Goal at the end… You could hear a pin dropIt was mesmerizing….



Collected Data

プレゼンターのノート
プレゼンテーションのノート
Here is another example of a radio map centered around Sagitarrius AIt needed some… manipulation to make sense to us on the ground.The image shows a stronger radio emission at the centre of the radio map relative to the surrounding regionThis was the students data… that they had collected with the bare hands… that they could analyse to make their own conclusions.



VSSEC CanSAT’s in Schools



The CanSAT Continuum

Building 
Classroom

Culture

Satellite 
Investigation
Evolution of 
Technology

Parachute
Design and 

Testing

Chassis
Design and 

Testing

Coding and 
Electronics 

Development 
and Testing

Data Analysis
and Presentation

Launch!

プレゼンターのノート
プレゼンテーションのノート
Timeline showing the length of the project: Engineering Design as a storyline in the NGSS. The chance to cherry pick certain standards and cram them together into a continuum of learning with a project dynamic enough to facilitate differentiation.The goal for middle school students is to define problems more precisely, to conduct a more thorough process of investigating and choosing the best solution, and to optimize the final designEach separate part can connect to the NGSS.Now this list is not exhaustive. I’m not an expert in the NGSS but I can see links between my learning intentions for each unit in the project, and the standards outlined in the NGSS.Classroom CultureStudents are encouraged to Generate norms for positive classroom culture, and to reflect on personal skills used within group activitiesSatellite InvestigationStudents are challenged to determine the technological evolution of satellites over time and to judge the relevancy of feedback from multiple peopleParachute DesignStudents reflect on the Engineering Design Process when investigating solutions to investigate, design, build, and refine a parachute to determine a relationship between fall rate and parachute sizeChassis DesignThe skill of System’s Analysis is introduced as students must determine steps to assemble/disassemble an unfamiliar design and propose changes to meet new requirementsCoding and ElectronicsStudents are tasked with using a microcontroller as an interface by developing a human machine interface. They combine their microcontroller with various sensors to identify how sensors can reveal new informationData Analysis and PresentationA chance to celebrate their success and failures equally. The learning journey.



Learning Management System
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